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By the early 2000s, immersed in ﬁeldwork methods literatures (participant-observer ethnography, interviewing, and document-based research), I increasingly saw that “evidence”
meant something diﬀerent in diﬀerent research and professional practices. Its operational
meanings in law and journalism especially interested me. During a sabbatical at UC Berkeley’s Center for the Study of Law and Society, I audited the Law School’s evidence course.
The terrain was familiar, then, as I read Steven Lubet’s Interrogating Ethnography (2018).
Lubet zeroes in on a single tranche of ethnographic research: “primarily” (1) urban
ethnographies (2) in US settings (3) by sociologists (2018, xiii). Crucially, however, the
book’s language does not contain the critique within these parameters, generalizing to
ethnography entire, holding it to the requirements of a courtroom’s evidentiary practices,
and extending prior criticisms of another book and its reception. Consider the title. It is
not Interrogating US Urban Ethnography – Seeing like a Sociologist. “Ethnography”
remains unmarked throughout, enabling the generalization. Many of its criticisms
concern ethnographers’ claims advanced – it is argued – in the absence of (clear) evidence (of the sort admissible in a court of law). Ironically, the book often advances its
own claims through the strategic use of rhetorical devices rather than empirical evidence.
Indeed, while critiquing certain scholars for engaging topics without possessing requisite
knowledge, Lubet does the same, especially concerning methodology and research ethics.
No scholar would reasonably be expected to cover ethnography’s entire range. But a
scholar should be held to account for generalizing beyond stipulated parameters – especially
when a reader might not remember the domain established on page xiii and think the attributed faults characterize all ethnographies. Moreover, the inconsistencies between the expectations of others’ research and the actualities of the book’s own writing undermine the
critique. I explore two aspects of the domain-setting before turning to the writing.

Excising anthropology
Lubet dismisses anthropological ethnography because of the discipline’s “turn toward
postmodernism”: its concerns are “outside my empirical wheelhouse” (2018, xiii).
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Readers who think ethnography “belongs” to anthropology may ﬁnd this exclusion odd.
The only deﬁnition of postmodern ethnography, used as the prooftext for dismissing all
of anthropology, is this statement: “‘Few critical ethnographers … think in a language of
evidence … ’” (xiii). These words, from sociologist Norman Denzin, imply that “postmodern” (anthropological) ethnographies do not engage evidence. Note, however, Denzin’s
actual words – that ethnographers do not think in the language of evidence. The quote
continues: “they think instead about experience, emotions, events, processes, performances, narratives, poetics, and the politics of possibility” (xiii).1 The statement is not surprising: the law’s language of evidence – e.g., “testimony,” “credulity,” and “criminality”
(three chapter titles) – is indeed not common in sociological (and other) ethnography
(bracketing socio-legal ethnographies that might feature lawyers’ and judges’ evidencetalk). Lubet further supports excluding “postmodernism” by citing New York Times
science writer Nicholas Wade (2010) and an archaeologist (Peregrine 2017), each
taking up an American Anthropological Association controversy. Both – I warrant –
would be questionable expert witnesses concerning ethnography in a court of law.
The exclusion is striking. Even anthropological ethnography – “critical,” “postmodern,” other – marshals evidence in support of knowledge claims, as when ethnographers
reﬂect on experiences, encounters, etc. Lubet uses Denzin and the citations to argue via
innuendo, not evidence. What are the eﬀects of this domain-setting?
The elision impoverishes the book’s argument. Excluding anthropological ethnography renders inadmissible a vast trove of thoughtful engagements with scientiﬁc
inquiry and knowledge claims – the very topics Lubet seeks to interrogate. Delving
into “why evidence matters” (the book’s subtitle) places one ipso facto in the thick of considerations of the reality status and know-ability of research topics and writing. This goes
to the methodological heart of all research – its trustworthiness (Yanow and SchwartzShea 2012, 91–114). Readers attend to research and researcher trustworthiness in their
readings. How ethnographic writing presents the world it purports to describe, for
example, lay at the heart of anthropology’s mid-1980s “crisis of representation”
(Cliﬀord and Marcus 1986), aﬀecting sociological and other ethnographic thinking
(e.g., Brower, Abolaﬁa, and Carr 2000 in public administration; Golden-Biddle and
Locke 1997 and Van Maanen 1988 in organizational studies). Eminent non-“postmodernist” scholars have also been concerned with writing and knowledge claims (e.g., Brown
1976; Gusﬁeld 1976; McCloskey 1994). Ethnographers do not commonly stay within disciplinary boundaries when it comes to methodological/methods concerns, and “realistobjectivist” ethnographers have been inﬂuenced by “non-realist-objectivist” thinking,
e.g., concerning researchers’ presence in ﬁeld settings shaping whom and what they
encounter and learn – i.e., questions of “bias.”
Furthermore, focusing exclusively on evidence – treated as the factual character of a
study – artiﬁcially separates methods from their theoretical contexts, leading Lubet to
evaluate ethnographies absent their theoretical contributions. He (ap)praises Desmond’s
Evicted (2016), for example, because of its fact-checking rather than its theorizing.2 But
methodologies, theorizing, and writing are inter-related. Even imperfect ethnographies
have made major theoretical contributions (see below).
Implicitly, Lubet is allowing into the courtroom of academic judgment only ethnographies conducted in a realist-objectivist methodological vein. Excising anthropology
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silences decades’ worth of thoughtful, informed debates concerning the character of
reality and the “knowability” of what we study.

Research design omissions
Lubet also delimits his project via case selection. To assess knowledge claims, readers
need to know how cases were selected. Lubet “read and studied over ﬁfty ethnography
monographs … [,] a like number of journal articles, and … consulted hundreds more
essays, reviews, textbook chapters, and other sources” (2018, xiii). This "argument by
quantity" (see Gusﬁeld 1981) establishes neither scientiﬁc systematicity nor research
legitimacy. Lubet later invokes “sampling” language, but his is not a probabilistic research
design: that calls for a randomized selection of cases from a “sampling frame” (the population). Because the “population” size of US urban sociological ethnographies is not
speciﬁed, we cannot know whether the 100-plus works read or consulted are representative or how widespread the problems identiﬁed are within that population (let alone
among all ethnographies, disciplines, and topics). Neither can Lubet. The problems
Lubet ﬁnds with “ethnography” may be unique to his subset. (And has he “emphasize
[d] only the favorable evidence … ” [66]? See below.)
“Ultimately,” he asserts, “my selection was both systematic and serendipitous … ”
(2018, xiii). Assertion will not do for a book concerned with evidence, methods, and
trustworthiness. Although not typically engaging in sampling techniques, ethnographers
do attend to the systematicity of their work, detailing research designs, documenting
research processes in ﬁeldnotes, reﬂecting explicitly in writing. Systematicity is as signiﬁcant to research trustworthiness as the quality of evidence.
The writing generalizes the found faults to all ethnography, as noted, beyond the
restricted case selection. Whether that travels well to times and places other than the
urban US settings on which the critique is based is questionable, given the lack of substantiating evidence or a research design supporting such generalization – ironic,
given Lubet’s beef with ethnographers’ evidence. The universalizing is enabled by the
writing.

Language matters
All sciences use rhetoric (see “non-postmodern” citations above). Strategic language use
becomes problematic when rhetoric replaces evidence. The book uses several such strategies; I engage four. (Space limits me to one example per type; book pages are in brackets;
emphases are mine.)
1. Argument by parts of speech implies knowledge possession.
Variation 1a. By adverb (Schwartz-Shea and Yanow 2002, 471):
.

“Most likely, he heard the story from … ” [86]

Variation 1b. By conjectural verb + adjective (modifying an unspeciﬁed “it”):
.

“It seems obvious … ” [110]
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2. Argument by generalization asserts knowledge of a wide population, without specifying
individuals or cases. Which researcher is meant in the example? Although ethnographers
summarize presented data, “argument by generalization” universalizes without data,
often assisted by adverbs (underlined):
.

“In ethnography, a researcher will always be tempted to emphasize only the favorable
evidence … ” [66]

3. Argument by indirection masks the identity and agency of the responsible actor(s):
.

“ … there is reason to believe … ” [113]

The worst sorts – scientiﬁcally, ethically – deploy innuendo. This example ﬁngers Laud
Humphreys’ sexual practices. His 1968 dissertation entailed two years’ participant-observer ethnography (with six-months’ follow-up survey research and observing). At a time
when gay sex was illegal, Humphreys became the lookout in park restrooms known as
settings for homosexual encounters. Lubet speculates that Humphreys participated in
the encounters he was studying.
Humphreys outed himself at a 1974 American Sociology Association conference
panel, but never – as far as is known – concerning his research-time activities.3 Even
his friend Galliher – Lubet’s source for this speculation (2018, 162, n.10) – did not
present evidence of Humphreys’ sexual activity: Galliher’s language is conjectural –
“may have been,” “comes close to admitting,” “the near admission” (Galliher, Brekhus,
and Keys 2004, 30, 80, 80). Lubet provides no factual evidence for his “reason to
believe,” while lambasting ethnographers for traﬃcking in rumor. Humphreys’ book
remains an example of a ﬂawed study (regarding the second phase’s procedural ethics)
whose theorizing is hailed for its societal beneﬁt (Lenza 2004, 28–29).
4. Argument by personal experience
Ethnographers – including non-“postmodernist” ones – understand that their person is
their chief research “tool” (e.g., Van Maanen 1996): their experiences constitute an evidentiary basis for knowledge claims. But the scientiﬁc use of personal experience requires
the support of data details (e.g., from events, meetings, interactions). Lubet rests claims
on two years’ work as a legal services lawyer on Chicago’s West Side and ten years of
juvenile and criminal defense work at Northwestern University’s Bluhm Legal Clinic
(2018, 26), without telling or showing any details to support those claims:
.

Goﬀman’s claims “were inconsistent … with my own experience as a defense lawyer in
Chicago’s criminal justice system.” [xi]

Additionally, he elevates his and others’ experiences – police, lawyers, judges, etc. –
above Goﬀman’s and those of neighborhood actors as reported to her – lower class,
impoverished, African-American research participants – asserting a hierarchy privileging
certain “ways of knowing” over others. Moreover, whereas one might appreciate Lubet’s
willingness to reﬂect on his and others’ experiences, that is not the same as studying those
practices systematically, including assessing his own positionality and the ways his
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perceptions might be skewed. After all, “correcting [for] bias in one’s research instrument” – the ethnographer’s person included – is a key hallmark of science, of all sorts.4

Missing methodological matters
Lubet’s is not methodologically informed inquiry, including possible symbolic meanings of language, acts, and objects. Words are assumed to correspond directly to
their referents; speech and acts are presumed to be solely instrumental. So when
Goﬀman and “Mike” go looking for their mutual friend’s alleged killer, only one
meaning is possible. But philosophers have shown that language also has expressive,
performative dimensions (e.g., Austin [1962] 1975); hermeneutic theorists and phenomenologists since the late 1800s, literature theorists since at least the mid-1900s,
and scholars in other ﬁelds have demonstrated that symbols are not singular in
meaning. In holding up courtroom proceedings as the model for scientiﬁc inquiry,
Lubet asks readers to ignore a century-plus of thinking across the social sciences and
humanities, let alone legal scholarship (e.g., Brandwein 2000; Constable 1994; Cover
1983; Mertz 2000; Simon 2002; Valverde 2007), about the character of acts and
objects and the words that articulate them.5
Second, Lubet writes de novo concerning long-standing methods intended to facilitate
ethnographers’ checking their facts, interpretations, and biases. Introduced by Guba in
1978, “member-checking” helps researchers disconﬁrm their biases, “ … testing the
credibility of their ﬁndings and interpretations with the various sources … from which
data were drawn … ” (1981, 80, 83). “Negative case analysis” helps keep researchers
“from settling too quickly on a pattern, answer, or interpretation … ” as they search
for “the ‘negative’ or negating case … [that would] force a reexamination of initial
impressions, pet theories, or favored explanations” (Schwartz-Shea 2014, 139).
Most troubling is the dismissal of human “subjects” protections. Lubet inveighs
against disguising persons and places (2018, ch. 7), dismissing the rationale – concern
for participants’ safety: “ethnography puts no one at immediate risk … ” (14). For
those who know ethnography, this statement is astonishing. Condominas’ 1957 ethnography of Vietnam was translated into English, without his permission, for circulation
among US Green Berets deployed there. A sergeant identiﬁed someone Condominas
had described pseudonymously – and tortured her. Another anthropologist’s 1982 ethnography of an ethnonationalist movement in Vietnam’s Central Highlands included
genealogical charts and 100 leaders’ ethnic, birth, and religious details – leading Vietnamese security oﬃcials to arrest them. After similar oﬃcials interrogated ﬁeld-site colleagues, suspicious that they had helped him smuggle a letter protesting state
treatment of Montagnards to the Geneva-based UN Human Rights Council, Salemink
wrote that he was “wary of … disclosing sources, because I have no intention of endangering informants or others out of ethnographic ‘naivete’” (2003, 3–4, 4, 5; emphasis added).
Political ethnographers have also run afoul of governments. Studying nationalist violence in Corsica, University of Bordeaux comparative politics/sociology PhD student
Thierry Dominici was arrested in 2002 and interrogated, accused of being a collaborator
by the French court and a traitor by research participants, endangering his family, some
participants, and himself (Laurens 2016).6 Researching in Tajikistan in 2014, University
of Toronto political science doctoral student Alexander Sodiqov was arrested on charges
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of espionage and treason and jailed. Doing ﬁeldwork in Egypt in 2016, Cambridge University PhD student Giulio Regeni was tortured and murdered.
Nor are US-based researchers and their research participants immune from state-generated vulnerabilities. Humphreys burned tapes, shredded ﬁeldnotes, and deleted passages from interview transcripts ([1970] 1975, 229) to keep his homosexual subjects
from arrest. Goﬀman acted similarly to forestall participants from being subpoenaed
and arrested. Scarce went to jail rather than reveal his subpoenaed sources (1994).
Lubet’s self-described naiveté (“Panel Discussion” 2018, 132) apparently extends to
research ethics.7

Interrogating Lubet’s ethnography
Political (and other) ethnographers potentially challenge state authority. Following
Lubet, especially in limiting evidence to what legal and other elites provide, would circumscribe that potential. “Who protects researchers from state surveillance?” asks
Mohammed (2015). Were the book taken up uncritically, it might be used to dissuade
political scientists and others from undertaking ethnographic research, with palpable
consequences. For example, Netherlands’ police brutality toward darker-skinned citizens
might have drawn less attention had an ethnography student not ﬁlmed a 2011 Christmastime St. Nicholas celebration. Protesting its blackface and slavery symbols, two men
wearing t-shirts saying (in Dutch) “Black Pete Is Racism” stood silently alongside one
parade route. Several policemen dragged them into a side street, clubbing them.
Uploaded to Facebook, the video stirred a movement which continues today, the
current Prime Minister announcing, after George Floyd’s killing, that he now understood
the racist contours of Black Pete (see McDonald-Gibson 2020).
Unfortunately, Lubet has engaged a research practice “beyond … [his] expertise,” with
“apparent unfamiliarity” with the relevant methods literature, without training – his own
words, castigating those who “oﬀer opinions that extend well beyond … their professional expertise”: favorable reviewers of Goﬀman writing “from a position of apparent
unfamiliarity with crime and the courts”; William Foote Whyte for “observations more
suited to clinical psychology … in which he had no training” (2018, xii, 17).8 As Lubet
wrote subsequently, he “ … stepped into the middle of a … debate … [a]s an outsider
… ” (https://contexts.org/blog/ethnographers-in-cars-with-guns/). Had he engaged
anthropology, he might have become less unfamiliar.
Could ethnographic research be improved through critical engagement? Of course.
But ethnography does not need a ﬁx based on a nineteenth-century science’s view of
reality. Engaging evidence requires moving beyond realist-objectivist understandings.
Comparative analysis of evidence is worth pursuing; but legal and ethnographic practices
are not identical, nor should they be treated as if they were – or could be made so. Ethnography can also be trustworthy when resting on other than legal rules of evidence: its
own standards.

Notes
1. The original quote’s context cannot be checked: the citation (Lubet 2018, 141, n5) names
“Denzin, ‘Politics of Evidence’,” with no reference listed.
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2. On Desmond, see Burawoy (2017). Lubet mentions Whyte’s classic Street Corner Society
(273), a participant-observer study he dismisses (2018, 131) based on one researcher’s
having “member-checked” the book – 33 to 52 years after the fact. He ignores changed circumstances, reconstructed memory, and post hoc political motivation, topics any courtroom lawyer – or ethnographer – would interrogate in that situation.
3. Extensive research on Humphreys’ work found no empirical evidence supporting such
speculation (Yanow and Schwartz-Shea 2018, paragraphs 40–51, passim.).
4. Hats oﬀ to the reviewer for the quote and the points in the last two sentences.
5. Legal ways of knowing and their presuppositions concerning singular reality and objective
knowability might themselves block appreciating ethnography’s epistemological multiplicities. See Bourdieu (1987, 819–821 passim, 829, 838, 845).
6. This case led to a French surveillance law targeting journalists and social scientists; see, e.g.,
Mohammed (2015).
7. For that matter, nowhere does Lubet mention undergoing review of his human subjects
research for this book, in possible non-compliance with Institutional Review Board policies.
To fact-check Goﬀman’s and others’ statements, he emailed and interviewed people (e.g.,
2014, 7; 146, n17; 148, n19-20; 152, n23-24; 153, n28, 36), activities that in many universities
world-wide require ethics committee review. Additionally, some ethics policies prohibit
using experiences gained prior to such review, as Lubet did. Kudos, again, to the reviewer
who raised this and Nick Cheesman for help engaging it.
8. On Whyte, Lubet is uninformed: Whyte researched Street Corner Society while at Harvard’s
interdisciplinary Department of Social Relations, which included psychologists; see Andersson (2014).
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